
INDUSTRIAL SEWING
3100SD Drop Feed $799



3100SD DROP FEED

➤ The most common type of industrial sewing 

machine in the world is the single needle, drop 

feed lockstitch. It can sew from light to medium 

weight fabric, and has hundreds of optional feet 

and attachments available for it. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ There are many single needle machines to choose 

from. The 3100SD offers the whole package. Low 

noise and vibration design, outstanding build 

quality and reliability and the industries #1 DC 

servomotor. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR, STAND AND 

LIGHT 

➤ 5,500-RPM high-speed operation 

➤ Automatic lubrication with pump 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping





INDUSTRIAL SEWING
3200SN Needle Feed $1299



3200SN NEEDLE FEED

➤ When sewing multiple plys of fabric together, or for 

top stitching; if the fabric is slippery, or if puckering 

is an issue, the 3200SN is the right machine for the 

job. It is suitable for sewing from light to medium 

weight fabric. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ There are many single needle machines to choose 

from. The 3200SN offers the whole package. Low 

noise and vibration design, outstanding build quality 

and reliability and the industries #1 DC servomotor. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND 

LIGHT 

➤ 5,000-RPM high-speed operation 

➤ Automatic lubrication with pump 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
2000u-33 Barracuda $599



2000U-33 BARACUDA 

➤ STRAIGHT STITCH, ZIG ZAG 

➤ The Barracuda zig-zag and straight stitch portable walking- foot machine is 

remarkably versatile. Designed for boat owners, hobbyists, and small 

businesses, the Barracuda is ideal for medium- to heavy-weight sewing 

jobs. 

➤ SMALL SIZE, BIG PERFORMANCE 

➤ With a stitch quality comparable to an industrial machine, even 8 layers of 

Sunbrella Plus is no match for the Barracuda. With top and bottom 

feeding, it produces a perfect, even stitch, even when sewing over 

challenging materials. 

➤ 10-POINT QUALITY CHECK 

➤ Before leaving our factory, each Barracuda is put through a thorough 10-

point quality control procedure with a master technician to ensure that it 

exceeds our exceptional quality assurance guidelines. 

➤  110V/120V 

➤ Stitch width (0-5mm) adjustment lever 

➤ 800 stitches per minute 

➤ Up to 4 stitches per inch 

➤ Sews Sunguard UVR Bonded Polyester thread and up to #92 nylon 

➤ Sews up to #138 nylon thread (upon request only) 

➤ Up to .47" (12 mm) foot clearance 

➤ Toothed belts and pulleys to prevent slippage 

➤ Type 135 x 17 needles 

➤ All-metal construction





BARRACUDA



BARRACUDA OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES - 

CUBA WOOD CARRYING CASE $229 

CUBA CRANK OVERSIZED HAND WHEEL KIT $109 

TABLE STAND WITH DRAWER (UNASSEMBLED) $179 



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
4000SW Walking Foot $1299



4000SW WALKING FOOT 

➤ For heavier work, the most common type of sewing machine 

is the single needle, walking foot (compound feed) 

lockstitch machine. Top and bottom feed, and a higher foot 

lift allows the 4000SW to sew from medium to heavy 

weight fabric. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing leather, upholstery, canvas, and synthetics, the 

4000SW offers the whole package. Low noise and vibration 

design, outstanding build quality and reliability and the 

industries #1  

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND LIGHT 

➤ 2,000-RPM high-speed operation 

➤ Large capacity hook 

➤ 14 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Single row feed dog 

➤ Manual lubrication 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
4100CW Small Cylinder Walking Foot $2299



4100CW SMALL CYLINDER WALKING FOOT 

➤ For medium to heavy weight fabric that requires a small 

cylinder bed (47 mm diameter) or where binding is 

being done, we recommend the 4100CW with top and 

bottom feed and vibrating binder fittings. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing leather, upholstery, canvas, and synthetics, 

the 4100CW with vibrating binder (to eliminate the 

“roping” effect) offers the whole package. Low noise and 

vibration design, outstanding build quality and reliability 

and the industries #1 DC servomotor. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND LIGHT 

➤ 2,400-RPM high-speed operation 

➤ Hirose® 1.4 capacity large hook 

➤ 14 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Manual lubrication 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



4100CW SMALL CYLINDER WALKING FOOT



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
3200TN Needle Feed $2099



3200TN NEEDLE FEED

➤ When sewing multiple plies of fabric together or for top 

stitching, if the fabric is slippery, or if puckering is an 

issue, the 3200TN is the right machine for the job. It is 

suitable for sewing from light to medium weight fabric. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing flags, banners, synthetics, and other light to 

medium weight fabric, the 3200TN with safety clutch, 

drop in bobbins and automatic oiling offers the whole 

package. Low noise and vibration design, outstanding 

build quality and reliability and the industries #1 DC 

servomotor. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND LIGHT 

➤ 4,000-RPM high-speed operation 

➤ Large capacity hook 

➤ 13 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



3200TN TWO NEEDLE, NEEDLE FEED



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
4400TW Walking Foot $2099



4400TW TWO NEEDLE, WALKING FOOT

➤ For heavier work, where two needles are required; we 

recommend the 4400TW walking foot (compound feed) 

lockstitch machine. Top and bottom feed, and a higher foot 

lift allows the 4400TW to sew from medium to heavy 

weight fabric. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing leather, upholstery, canvas, and synthetics, the 

4400TW with safety clutch, drop in bobbin and automatic 

oiling offers the whole package. Low noise and vibration 

design, outstanding build quality and reliability and the 

industries #1 DC servomotor. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND LIGHT 

➤ 2,000-RPM operation 

➤ Large capacity hook 

➤ 14 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Single row feed dog 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



4400TW TWO NEEDLE, WALKING FOOT



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
5400TW Two Needle, 18" Long Arm, Walking Foot $3399



5400TW TWO NEEDLE, 18" LONG ARM, WALKING FOOT

➤ For medium to heavy weight fabric that requires a 

longer bed plate and two needles, we recommend 

the 5400TW with top and bottom feed a high-

pressure foot lift and a longer stitch length. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing leather, upholstery, canvas, and 

synthetics, the 5400TW with safety clutch, drop in 

bobbin and automatic oiling offers the whole 

package. Low noise and vibration design, 

outstanding build quality and reliability and the 

industries #1 DC  

➤ 1,800-RPM operation 

➤ Large capacity hook 

➤ 16 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Single row feed dog 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



5400TW TWO NEEDLE, 18" LONG ARM, WALKING FOOT



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
600SB Maestro Portable Blind Stitch $299



600SB MAESTRO PORTABLE BLIND STITCH

➤ Hem with confidence and ease. A portable blind stitch is a great 

time saver. With the skip stitch feature and the adjustable stitch 

penetration dial, it easily adjusts from fine to medium weight 

fabrics. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN 

➤ COUNT ON 

➤ For hemming pants, skirts, and dresses, the 600SB with all metal 

casting offers the whole package. Low noise and vibration design, 

and Reliable dependability  

➤  110V/120V 

➤ 1,725-RPM speed 

➤ 3.25" maximum hem width 

➤ Knee activated plunger drop 

➤ Adjustable thread tension 

➤ Metal swing-away plate 

➤ 0-7 mm stitch length 

➤ 8 mm frame drop clearance 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, thread stand included



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
700SB Maestro Portable BlindStitch $449



700SB MAESTRO BLINDSTITCH

➤ For small hemming jobs we recommend our model 700SB. Having 

a small, portable blindstitch is a great time saver versus doing it by 

hand. With the skip stitch feature and the adjustable stitch 

penetration dial, you can easily fine tune from fine to medium 

weight fabrics. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN 

➤ COUNT ON 

➤ For hemming pants, skirts, and dresses, the 700SB with all metal 

casting offers the whole package. Low noise and vibration design, 

outstanding build quality (Made in Taiwan) and reliability. 

➤  110V/120V 

➤ 1,725-RPM speed 

➤ Knee activated plunger drop 

➤ Adjustable thread tension 

➤ Swing-away plate 

➤ Less than 2.5 lbs 

➤ 0-7 mm stitch length 

➤ Tool kit, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn off before shipping 



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
7100SB Reliable BlindStitch $1199



7100SB RELIABLE BLINDSTITCH

➤ The 7100SB is the sewing industry's benchmark for 

blindstitching excellence. When productivity, durability, 

and stitch quality are your requirements, the 7100SB will 

not disappoint. The skip stitch feature and adjustable 

stitch penetration dial allow you to easily fine tune from 

fine silks up to medium weight woolen fabrics. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For hemming pants, skirts and dresses, the 7100SB with 

“thread nipping device” (to allow easier removal of the 

hemmed fabric) offers the whole package. Low noise and 

vibration design, outstanding build quality and reliability. 

➤ 2,500-RPM high speed operation 

➤ Adjustable thread tension 

➤ Cylinder diameter 58 mm 

➤ Swing-away plate 

➤ 0-8 mm stitch length 

➤ 8 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



7100SB RELIABLE BLINDSTITCH



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
7100DB Reliable Drapery BlindStitch $1499



7100DB RELIABLE DRAPERY BLINDSTITCH

➤ For drapery workrooms that are sewing medium to heavy 

fabric, with or without blackout, we recommend the 7100DB. 

Where productivity, durability and stitch quality are your 

requirements, the 7100DB will not disappoint. The skip 

stitch feature and adjustable stitch penetration dial, allow 

you to easily fine tune for different weights of fabrics. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ Specially set up for drapery hemming, the 7100DB with 

“thread nipping device” (to allow easier removal of the 

hemmed fabric) and heavy-duty fittings (so even the thickest 

fabrics feed easily) offers the whole package. Low noise and 

vibration design, outstanding build quality and reliability. 

➤ 1,700-RPM speed 

➤ Adjustable thread tension 

➤ Cylinder diameter 58 mm 

➤ Swing-away plate 

➤ 0-8 mm stitch length 

➤ 8 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



7100DB RELIABLE DRAPERY BLINDSTITCH



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
2200SZ Zig Zag $899



2200SZ ZIG ZAG

➤ The 2200SZ is the industry standard for light- to 

medium-duty zig-zag and straight sewing. 2200SZ's are 

used in homes, schools, for applique work, and in 

industrial applications. 

➤ ONE MACHINE DOES SO MUCH 

➤ The 2200SZ owes its popularity to its versatility and 

ease of use. It will go from sewing numbers on a team 

jacket, to producing dancewear, to making dress shirts. 

And because it runs at a slower speed, it will do finer 

detailed work. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND LIGHT 

➤ Hirose (Japan) sewing hook 

➤ 2,000 RPM speed operation 

➤ 0-5 mm stitch length 

➤ 9 mm stitch width 

➤ 135 x 5 needle size 

➤ Automatic lubricated hook 

➤ Individually sewn off and tested before shipping



2200SZ ZIG ZAG



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
2400SZ High Speed Zig Zag $1799



2400SZ HIGH SPEED ZIG ZAG

➤  When the sewing task requires a zig-

zag stitch, and it is possible to sew at 

a higher speed, we recommend the 

2400SZ. Because of the higher speed, 

it is best for sewing applications 

where productivity is important. It is 

suitable for sewing from light to 

medium weight fabric. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing appliqué, lighter canvas, 

and synthetics, the 2400SZ with stitch 

width up to 10 mm and a 15 mm foot 

lift offers the whole package. Low 

noise and vibration design, 

outstanding build quality (Made in 

Taiwan) and reliability and the 

industries #1 DC servomotor.



2400SZ HIGH SPEED ZIG ZAG



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
2600ZW Walking Foot Zig Zag $2499



2600ZW WALKING FOOT ZIG ZAG

➤ For heavier work, where a straight or a zig-zag stitch is 

required; we recommend the 2600ZW zig-zag walking foot 

(compound feed) lockstitch machine. Top and bottom feed, 

and a higher foot lift allows the 2600ZW to sew from medium 

to heavy weight fabric. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN  

➤ COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing sails, leather, canvas, and synthetics, the 2600ZW 

with stitch width up to 10 mm offers the whole package. Low 

noise and vibration design, outstanding build quality (Made in 

Taiwan) and reliability and the industries #1 DC servomotor. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH MOTOR 120V, STAND AND LIGHT 

➤ 2,500-RPM high speed operation 

➤ Large capacity hook 

➤ Stitch dial regulator 0-5 mm 

➤ 13 mm foot lift (knee) 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



2600ZW WALKING FOOT ZIG ZAG



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
2850ZW 20" Long Arm Zig Zag $6499



2850ZW 20" LONG ARM ZIG ZAG

➤ For medium to heavy weight fabric 

that requires a longer bed plate and a 

4-step zig-zag stitch, we recommend 

the 2850ZW with top and bottom 

feed and a high-pressure foot lift. 

➤ At the time of ordering, the 2850ZW 

can be set up to do a regular 2-step 

zig-zag instead of the 4-step. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing sails, leather, canvas, and 

synthetics, the 2850ZW with stitch 

width up to 10 mm offers the whole 

package. Low noise and vibration 

design, outstanding build quality 

(Made in Taiwan) and reliability and 

the industries #1 DC servomotor.



2850ZW 20" LONG ARM ZIG ZAG



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
2000IF CoverStitch $1599



2000IF COVERSTITCH

➤ The Reliable 2000IF produces 

a quality hem or coverseam 

finish at an attractive price 

with the industries best 

SewQuiet 6000SM servomotor. 

➤ VERSATILITY 

➤ The 2000IF offers hemming or 

coverseaming with 3 needles 

with a true interlock look or 

alternatively by removing the 

middle needle you can have a 2 

needle hem. With the 2000IF, 

the choice is yours.



2000IF COVERSTITCH



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
8000BS Button Sewer $1999



8000BS BUTTON SEWER

➤ There is no need to sew a button by hand or with a 

manual machine when you have the speedy 8000BS 

chainstitch button sewer. It sews a 2 or a 4-hole 

button and is suitable for apparel production, dry 

cleaning and laundry applications. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN  

➤ COUNT ON 

➤ For sewing buttons on all types of garments, the 

8000BS with automatic thread trimmer, button line 

selector and an 8 or 16 stitch setting adjustment offers 

the whole package. Low noise and vibration design, 

and outstanding build quality; made in Taiwan. 

➤  110V/120V 

➤ 1,800-RPM speed 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Sharpening bands - medium grit 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



8000BS BUTTON SEWER



INDUSTRIAL SEWING
8000DT Drapery Tacker $2999



8000DT DRAPERY TACKER

➤ Up until now, sewing a drapery pleat has been virtually 

impossible with all but the lightest fabrics. With the 

revolutionary 8000DT it is now possible. We have 

modified the head and installed the remarkable 

SewQuiet 6000SM DC servomotor for the extra torque 

required to tack heavy fabrics. 

➤ QUALITY YOU CAN  

➤ COUNT ON 

➤ For tacking on all types of drapery work, the 8000DT 

with automatic thread trimmer and 8 or 16 stitch setting 

adjustment offers the whole package. Low noise and 

vibration design, and outstanding build quality; made in 

Taiwan. 

➤  COMPLETE WITH LIGHT AND STAND 

➤ Up to a 3/4" (20 mm) pleat 

➤ 1,800-RPM speed 

➤ Instruction / parts manual included 

➤ Tool kit, drawer, thread stand included 

➤ Individually tested and sewn-off before shipping



8000DT DRAPERY TACKER



INDUSTRIAL CLOTH CUTTERS 
1000FR 2.25" Mini Cutter $149



1000FR 2.25" MINI CUTTER

➤ The 1000FR is a light, versatile hand-held cutter 

with an ergonomically designed handle that 

makes it a pleasure to use. High quality 

components ensure that you can count on the 

1000FR for your daily low ply cutting tasks. 

➤ TIGHT RADIUS CUTTING 

➤ The advantage of a small blade vs. a larger blade is 

improved maneuverability, and ability to cut a 

tight radius corner. The 1000FR will cut a single 

ply to multiple ply’s up to ¼” thick. 

➤  110V/120V 

➤ Double insulated high torque motor 

➤ Manual lubrication 

➤ 1/4” cutting capacity 

➤ 2” blade size 

➤ Extra-strong cast aluminum head



1000FR 2.25" MINI CUTTER



1000FR ACCESSORY KIT INCLUDED



INDUSTRIAL CLOTH CUTTERS 
1500FR Cloth Cutter $179



1500FR CLOTH CUTTER

➤ The Reliable 1500FR can cut from a single ply of 

fabric right up to one inch high, making it a very 

versatile, lightweight machine. Perfect for sample 

making or other light-duty operations. 

➤ IDEAL FOR SMALL CUTS 

➤ The combination of the octogonal blade, with carbide 

tipped counter blade and spring loaded lower blade, 

prevents the fabric from jamming. An extra thin base 

plate and light die cast design makes the 1500FR a 

pleasure to operate. 

➤ HIGH-POWER ELECTRIC MOTOR 

➤  110V/120V 

➤ Extra-thin base plate 

➤ High-power electric motor 

➤ 1" cutting capacity 

➤ Extra blade, blade key, stone, grease, and motor brush 

included 

➤ Individually tested before shipping



1500FR CLOTH CUTTER



1500FR CLOTH CUTTER ACCESSORY KIT INCLUDED



INDUSTRIAL CLOTH CUTTERS 
5000FS 5" Straight Knife Cloth Cutter $799



5000FS 5" STRAIGHT KNIFE CLOTH CUTTER

➤ The perfect choice for cutting jobs that require a 

straight knife, but where the height of the lay is less 

then 5 inches. 

➤ GREAT FOR NOVICE  

➤ OR EXPERT 

➤ For larger cuts, where both straight and curved cuts 

are required, the 5000FS offers an easy to use 

machine that is perfect for the novice or expert 

cutter. 

➤  110V/120V 

➤ Lightweight die-cast housing 

➤ Powerful 1" cutting stroke 

➤ Oil level indicator 

➤ Sharpening bands - medium grit 

➤ Weight: 20 Lb 

➤ Individually tested before shipping



5000FS 5" STRAIGHT KNIFE CLOTH CUTTER



INDUSTRIAL CLOTH CUTTERS 
6000FS 8" Straight Knife Cloth Cutter $899



6000FS 8" STRAIGHT KNIFE CLOTH CUTTER

➤ The 6000FS is your best choice for cuts that are 

up to 8 inches in height. It is designed with a low 

center of gravity for ease of handling and features 

the best power to weight ratio in the industry. 

➤ POWER AND PERFORMANCE 

➤ The 6000FS is the popular choice where power 

and performance are the top priority. Equipped 

with a 0.65 hp motor and a 1-1/2” cutting stroke, 

the 6000FS will handle all but the toughest 

cutting jobs. 

➤  110V 

➤ 3400-RPM high power motor 

➤ Oil indicator window 

➤ Uni-safe locking plug 

➤ Weight 32 Lb 

➤ Individually tested before shipping



6000FS 8" STRAIGHT KNIFE CLOTH CUTTER



INDUSTRIAL CLOTH CUTTERS 
7000FE End Cutting System $1099



7000FE END CUTTING SYSTEM

➤ Everything you need to start end cutting is included. A heavy-duty 

cutting head with a 4 inch blade manual sharpener, 96 feet of  

track with lifter set and uprights with a piece goods bar for your 

fabric. Simply roll out your material, turn the cutter head on, and 

push the cutting head along the track. 

➤ CUTTING TABLE REQUIREMENTS 

➤ The 7000FE is to be used with a maximum 72” wide cutting table. 

For narrower cutting tables you can cut the track to the desired 

length allowing for a minimum of 12” of overhang per side. 

➤ SAVES TIME AND MONEY 

➤ If you are using two people to cut, one on each side of a cutting 

table, chances are the 7000FE is the right machine for you. 

Everything you need to convert to a one-person operation is 

included. 

➤  110V 

➤ 4” cutting blade 

➤ Built-in manual sharpener 

➤ Single ply cuts 

➤ High speed electric motor 

➤ Carbide tipped counter blade 

➤ Individually tested before shipping



7000FE END CUTTING SYSTEM


